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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WHERE HARM IS HAPPENING
While young people in our public engagement spoke most negatively about news
content, it was the low lows of engaging with social media content that showed up in
both young people’s private stories and public responses about harm.

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“I find it quite addictive and often get stuck looking at toxic or hurtful comment sections. There
are some parts of the content I look at such as certain Instagram accounts that make me feel
good and uplift and inspire me. But I often find myself looking through Instagram comparing
myself to other people which isn't good for my mental health.”

WHAT HARM LOOKS LIKE
Nearly 40% of young people described harmful “yuck”  or unsafe content as being
discriminatory and hateful. “Dark stuff” like gore, violence and war was also mentioned
frequently, and although not overtly mentioned as harmful content, many young people
described their self-confidence being eroded by social comparison.

Q: What content makes you feel real YUCK?

“GORE, overly racist or homophobic sexist or anything ist really, Ukraine live footage when it just
pops up randomly on TikTok.”

WHY IS HARM HAPPENING
Young people told us content was an inseparable part of their lives - not a defined space
they could simply switch on or off. This also made the lines between public content and
private communication  blurry for young people, with content moving between spaces
easily and sometimes becoming harmful in the process.

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?
“I think I consume more content. but it's just become part of my lifestyle. I never have time to just sit and
think. I always just reach for my phone. If I'm sitting eating I want to read something or watch something.
I can't ever just sit.”
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WHO’S FEELING THE HARM
Female-identifying, non-binary and young people in the rainbow community were more able
to readily share an experience of harm in our private engagement. In our public
engagement, we heard from young people that two groups were most at risk -  minorities,
including Māori and Pasifika, and the youngest “who don’t really understand how to deal with
everything”.

Q: Which rangitahi are most impacted by YUCK content in Aotearoa?
“Mostly minorities, our indigenous Māori people, brown, asian, queer, young girls.”

HOW YOUNG PEOPLE ARE RESPONDING
Young people told us they tried their best to avoid harmful content - they used the tools
they had been given (like block, mute, report) or tried to self-manage their content
consumption with timers. But it felt like the platforms and their algorithms were working
against them, instead of protecting them.

Q:How do you keep your relationship with content feeling healthy?
“Be careful about what content I’m letting in, like I have muted a lot of peoples stories and/or posts
on Instagram ahaha, or deleting TikTok when I found myself keep coming back to something that
really troubled me.”

WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE DON’T WANT
They don’t want education that puts the responsibility to avoid harm on their shoulders.
They felt aware of how to avoid potential harms, and guilty when their best efforts still
weren’t enough to protect themselves.

WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE WANT
They want their time spent consuming content to leave them feeling uplifted, recharged,
motivated and inspired. They want more control over the content they see, more
accountability for platforms and more trust to do what’s best for themselves.

Q:What could <place you spend most time> stop doing to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“Promote accounts with similar content to what you want, and accounts that contribute to feeling
motivated and things you like to do. Options to turn off reels, and control what aspects of Instagram
you want."
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OUR ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
Between 10-23 March 2022, the Hive engaged with rangatahi across Aotearoa on
the Department of Internal Affairs Content Regulation Review, using Instagram as
our primary engagement channel.

This two-week engagement was a co-creation between 15 young people from across
Aotearoa and social change agency Curative, who co-founded The Hive with the
Ministry for Youth Development. Dr John Fenaughty, a subject matter expert from the
University of Auckland, also provided crucial advice and support to this mahi.

The majority of The Hive’s youth engagement happens on Instagram  - a popular social
media platform in which we’ve built a community of over 1,200 followers. 57% of The
Hive’s Instagram community is aged 13-24, while Instagram’s advertising tools helped
us reach thousands more young people who don’t follow The Hive.

Why Instagram?

Three years of engaging with young people on Instagram has taught us that
Instagram’s interactive tools - polls, comment boxes and direct messages - allow a
wide range of young people to engage with important issues in a way that is effortless,
anonymous, and most comfortable for them. We have also heard that for many young
people a fear of being cancelled is one of the biggest reasons they don’t engage with
political issues, and the anonymity of these interactive tools helps remove that fear.

Making it safe, not shameful

Early on our 15 young co-creators had flagged that this could be a potentially shameful
kōrero for young people to engage with. To make sure this engagement felt safe,
rather than shameful,  we ran a series of testing sessions with our Hivers and Dr
Fenaughty, inviting them to put every engagement question through the  ‘would young
people feel safe’ test, before anything went live. Based on their feedback we shifted
away from adult words like ‘harmful’ to more youthful words like ‘yucky’. Their
feedback also led us to split our engagement into two parts - public and private.

Public engagement

Our public engagement happened on Instagram Stories, where we could ask more
straightforward questions using Instagram’s anonymous interactive tools. We
focussed this part of the engagement on three key themes - how content makes
young people feel, what needs content fulfils for them, and what they want from this
Content Regulation Review.
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Private engagement

We then offered young people the opportunity to engage in a private one-on-one
conversation with one of The Hive’s community managers, using Instagram’s direct
messaging tool. In this private engagement we could ask more nuanced questions,
check for triggers before asking particularly sensitive questions, allow them to pass
on any question, and direct the pace of the conversation.

Like the rest of the Department of Internal Affairs engagement mahi, we were able to
offer free and confidential counselling services to any young person who engaged,
through a dedicated Lifeline Connect phone number. We were also able to follow-up
with each young person who engaged a few days later, to check-in on their safety.

Young people’s  response

Our private engagement approach was particularly successful in engaging with young
people we tend to hear less from, with our 27 participants representing a diverse
range of rangatahi.

Age: While we saw engagement from young people of all ages, 77% of our
participants were aged 16 & 17.

Gender: We had an even split between those using he/him (41%) and she/her  (41%)
pronouns, with the remaining 18% using they/them or a variation thereof.

Location: 81% came from Wellington, Auckland and Christchurch, and the remaining
19% from regional or rural New Zealand.

Ethnicity: We saw significantly more ethnic diversity in this engagement approach -
only 38% identified as NZ European / Pakeha, while 12% identified as Māori, 8% as
Pasifika, 7% Asian and 35% as other - including Middle Eastern, Irish and Indian.

In our public engagement we saw significantly higher rates of engagement - 19% -
than typical for The Hive’s engagement mahi. We had a reach of 6,130 and 729 written
and poll responses. While Instagram’s privacy settings don’t allow us to see
respondents' ages, we know 57% of The Hive’s Instagram community are aged 13-24.
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WHERE HARM IS HAPPENING
In both our private and public Instagram engagement we asked young people to tell
us how they felt when consuming content. While young people in our public
engagement spoke most negatively about news content, it was the low lows of
engaging with social media content that showed up in both young people’s private
stories of harm and their public responses about harm.

In our private engagement young people told us that social media was where they
spent the majority of their time, namely TikTok and Instagram, amplifying the impact
of the content low lows. They were also the spaces young people told us they felt like
they didn’t always have control over the types or amounts of content they were seeing,
whereas the channels and content types young people did have greater control over -
like podcasts and TV shows - were the channels they talked about enjoying the most.

News Content
In our public Instagram engagement, news content was the one respondents spoke
most negatively about.  Consuming news content left most young people feeling sad,
overwhelmed, anxious, disempowered and scared. Despite this, many still checked it,
commenting that “it’s still important” and “good to know what’s going on”.
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Q:How do you usually feel checking  the news?

“Negative. Always looking at the comments for the arguments. Stink place to be tbh.”

“Stressed and like it's not real lol.”

“The news is kinda depressing seeing all the sad things going on.”

“Desperate but excited, on the verge of crying but hope to find some good actions inspiring.”

“Depending on how relevant and important it is, I am deeply interested.”

In our private engagement, news content didn’t feature very much in young people’s
stories of content and harm, and if it did, it was just listed as one of the many
content-types they had engaged with in the last week. While some did talk about news
content opening them up to new perspectives, others talked about getting stuck in
negative news cycles.

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“I think that my relationship with content is pretty good - I think the closest thing to a
negative interaction with content would be like negative news cycles and just reading
headlines as opposed reading the actual article.”

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“In terms of the healthy thing, I think it can open me up to different perspectives. I read a
lot of news and stuff but that is always neg so I'm always over consuming and im over
processing things. I'm desensitised to lots of news because I'm constantly consuming.”

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“In terms of news or tv, I pretty much stick to what I like. Even when there's bad news
(which is a lot) I feel like pretty hopeful, because if it’s being reported, there's probably
something being done about it.”
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Social Media Content
In our public Instagram engagement young people told us social media content felt
like an emotional roller-coaster, and their overall experience could be quite
negative. Many of them commented that they felt bored, unproductive, overwhelmed,
isolated, drained and even addicted when consuming content on social media. But
some also commented about how social media content made them feel entertained,
a�rmed and empowered when the right content showed up in their feeds. Some
talked about managing who they follow, in order to see more good “yum” content, and
less negative “yuck” content.

Q:How do you usually feel swiping through socials?

“Bored, sometimes grossed out by stuff I see.”

”Pretty overwhelmed, worried about the world and what's going on.”

“A real mix: seen and heard, like I'm not good enough, bored, irritated.”

“Time consuming with a vast range of emotions / reactions.”

“Usually I feel fine, I spent a lot of time last year condensing who I follow to make sure I enjoy
what I see and has a positive impact on me”
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In our one-on-one Instagram interviews, social media, and the harms that came
with it, dominated our conversations with young people.

The majority of young people told us social media is where they spent the most time
consuming content - namely on Instagram and TikTok. They told us they used these
platforms to chat to friends and connect with their communities as well as to explore
relevant content, and they were an inseparable part of their daily lives.

The stories of harm on social media had large breadth and depth, ranging from young
people feeling bored or unproductive as a result of social media use, to ‘grossed out’, sad,
scared and even unsafe. Harmful content could come at them when they least expect it
and without a ‘trigger warning’ -  like a sudden live video feed of the war in Ukraine. They
often saw things they didn’t want to see.

While they aimed to carefully curate their social spaces, the algorithms shaping their feeds
still meant young people are exposed to a wide range of content. Swinging between high
highs of inspiration, learning and connection, and low lows of bullying, violence and
feelings of inadequacy, all within a few swipes or taps, often left young people swinging
between really strong emotions, or at times so overloaded in different emotions that they
felt numb.

It also appeared that too much time spent on social media in general could be harmful to
them, even if they liked the content. They could leave the platform feeling like they’ve
wasted their time, or with ‘FOMO’ (fear of missing out) from comparing their lives to others.

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“It really affects how I look at myself, gives lots of expectations on myself to live in a certain
way, I compare myself, my attention span.. has quite negative effects on all aspects of my
life. A lot of it comes back to unrealistic expectations to my relationships, my friendships,
my self image,  things I should be doing. I'm not doing enough, fomo in terms of my lifestyle.
all sorts of things.”

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“It doesn't feel very healthy to me. I find it quite addictive and often get stuck looking at
toxic or hurtful comment sections. There are some parts of the content I look at such as
certain Instagram accounts that make me feel good and uplift and inspire me. But I often
find myself looking through Instagram comparing myself to other people which isn't good
for my mental health.”
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Video Content
In our public engagement we heard that young people liked to spend their time
watching video content, and they described it as being one of the least
problematic things to consume. While some young people told us watching video
content made them feel bored, guilty, unproductive or lazy, more young people told us
the films and shows they watched helped them unwind and reset their mood, cheering
them up and making them feel energised and entertained.

Q:How do you usually feel streaming  shows and movies?

“Guilty, like I'm not being productive enough.”

“I feel happy and I enjoy myself but sometimes I just feel like I'm wasting my time and being lazy.”

“Oh so much fun, this is when I've got energy and I'm excited.”

“The show I'm watching tends to influence my mood, usually most shows cheer me up a bit.”

“Always enjoy a good episode/movie or even a very intriguing binge!”

In our private engagement young people told us that video content played a few
different positive roles in their lives - helping them wind down, feel good, and learn
new things. The only time they talked negatively about video content was when they
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felt like they’d spent too much time consuming it, when they felt like they should be
doing what they considered more productive things. 15% of young people told us
YouTube was the content platform they spent the most time on.

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“Usually good, unless I’ve spent too much time on it ahaha then I feel kinda shit, and I think
how much time I feel I’ve spent on it is often relative to how much time I’ve spent not on it
in the day/evening”

Q: What are you hungry for when you go on <place you spend time>?

“Usually during the day I'll use it for looking at tutorials for physics and maths. And at night
when I'm winding down I'll look at a bit of reaction content, maybe some science - and
sometimes I look for stand-up shows, some funny scenes from shows and movies. I usually
only try and watch light-hearted content so I usually feel pretty good"

Audio Content
Of all the content types we asked about in our public engagement, audio content like
podcasts received the highest proportion of positive responses. Many young people
loved how audio content made them feel calm, informed, safe and inspired. They loved
having so much control over what podcast content they were exposed to, rather than
letting the algorithm or content platform decide.
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Q:How do you usually feel listening to podcasts?

“Calm. I LOVE podcasts. I feel so productive and calm cause I'm able to visualise.”

“GOOD I love podcasts, it's something easy to choose and I can choose what I expose myself to.”

“Usually happy! They make me laugh, I learn from them, they validate.”

“I'm not a huge fan of podcasts but I've found a few that I like and they make me feel empowered
and strong.”

In our private engagement young people talked about podcast content being
something they actively seek out, and only shared positive stories of it. They talked
about using audio content like podcasts to alleviate boredom and as sources of
inspiration.

Q: What are some other places in your life you already feel <positive feeling you want to feel>?

“Looking for Podcasts, music, inspirational videos”

Q: What are some other places in your life you already feel <positive feeling you want to feel>?

“YouTube and Spotify!! I don’t know, but having a video,podcast, or some music going on in
the background while I do something makes it go wayyyy faster and stops me from getting
bored or distracted even!”

WHAT HARM LOOKS LIKE
Nearly 40% of young people described harmful “yuck” content as being
discriminatory and hateful. They told us they didn’t like it when individuals or
communities were attacked by others in sexist, homophobic, transphobic, racist or
ableist ways, and they felt most unsafe when they themselves, or their friends, were
personally targeted with this type of content.
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Q:Have you ever felt unsafe on <channel you spend the most time>?

“I have been in group chats where people have been directing really awful and sexist,
homophobic and racist comments at me and my friends and it made me feel really
uncomfortable, scared and unsafe.”

“Dark staff” like gore, violence and war was also mentioned frequently. Young
people often felt like they were seeing things they hadn’t consented to seeing.

Although this content did sometimes come via their friends and communities, it was
the platforms themselves that often surprised young people when they least expected
it, and it was often the experience of seeing something shocking or unexpected, and
not feeling they’d consented to seeing it, that created the most harm.

Q:What happened that made you feel unsafe?
“...there was a suicide video that was going around social media, especially on TikTok. I’ve
also seen a lot more ‘dark’ stuff on TikTok, and for a while I randomly got videos where
people made jokes about self injury. I ‘not interested’ed so many videos cos I didn’t want to
see them, but I genuinely have no clue why it was part of my algorithm in the first place?”

Although not overtly mentioned as harmful content, many young people described
their self-confidence being eroded by social comparison.

Seeing a constant flow of polished lifestyle content from influencers, peers, and even
brands could make young people feel less-than. Despite acknowledging that much of
the content is heavily curated or ‘fake’, the cumulative impact could still be felt - even
if subconsciously.

Q: We're curious to hear your whakaaro around the effects content has personally had on you…

“It has had a major effect on my everyday life. It really affects how I look at myself, gives lots of
expectations on myself to live in a certain way, I compare myself, my attention span.. has quite
negative effects on all aspects of my life. a lot of it comes back to unrealistic expectations of my
relationships, my friendships, my self image, things i should be doing.”
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WHY HARM IS HAPPENING
Young people told us content was an inseparable part of their lives - not a defined
space they could simply switch on or off.

We heard that many of the places young people were getting content were also the
places they’re learning, socialising, flirting and connecting. Content wasn’t just a thing
young people consumed - it was also a social currency, a place to escape to, a
background track to their lives. Social media had a particularly strong, emotional pull
and they found themselves easily sucked  ‘down the rabbit hole’.  For many young
people there wasn’t a moment in the day when they weren’t consuming content - the
only time many young people were not at risk of harm is when they were asleep.

Q:Thinking about the past week, where did you read, listen to, watch or swipe through content?
“Honestly I can't think of a time in the past week where I wasn't consuming content. I'm on my
phone pretty much all the time. so I use social media content. I'm at online uni so I've been
watching my lectures all day every day. I listen to a podcast for the news in the morning and I
work as a student journo so I'm also listening to a lot of content. In my flat we watch lots of
movies and TV. And just sharing movies together on our laptops.”

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?
“I think I consume more content. but it's just become part of my lifestyle. I never have time to just
sit and think. I always just reach for my phone. If I'm sitting eating I want to read something or
watch something. I can't ever just sit.”

This also meant the lines were much more blurred between public content and
private communication for young people.

While the Department of Internal Affairs have defined content as anything publically
available, for young people it was a  lot more murky than that. They talked about how
content moves between their public and private spaces easily, and it was sometimes
through this transition that content became harmful. A privately shared nude became
harmful only when it went public in a group chat. A publicly shared beheading only
became harmful when it was shared privately by a friend and accidentally opened.

The harmful, discriminatory content that makes them feel unsafe can also come from
real-world social lives, as gossip and bullying seamlessly follows them into their online
spaces.
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WHO’S FEELING THE HARM
Our conversations suggest that minorities are at a higher risk of being harmed by,
or personally targeted with, hurtful content.

Female-identifying, non-binary young people and those in the rainbow community
were more able to readily share an experience of harm, compared to male-identifying
people we spoke to. It could be seeing discriminating content, reading toxic
comments about their community or being harassed via messaging or group chat.
Some scenarios even escalated from online content into threatening real-world
experiences.

Q:Have you ever felt unsafe?
“There was an incident recently where I was on a ferry. When I was back in Auckland a guy
followed me and said he follows me on TikTok and he followed me and my friends home and we
had to call security. I've also had incidents where random guys have found my snapchat and
contacted me and said :"i've found your snapchat: and i'm like where did you get that from and it
has invaded my privacy a bit.”

Q:What happened that made you feel unsafe?
“I've had a few people threaten to beat me up and stab me on Snapchat and on Facebook people
get really 'excited' about the residents association. I've made police reports before and made
reports to netsafe but it was all about [me] being gay.”

This echoed young people’s suggestion that two groups were most at risk -
minorities, including Māori and Pasifika, and the youngest “who don’t really
understand how to deal with everything”.  Young people felt that it takes experience to
navigate safely online.

Q:What is it about <place you spend most time> that makes you feel <negative feeling>.
“It makes me worried that I’m 17 and think of myself to be reasonably self aware that consuming
similar content to that of my sister who’s  13 and to see how that content affects me vs. her and
her friends. It makes me worried, sometimes feeling very hopeless as to the state of the world but
also the content that kids as young as 8 have access to is overwhelming and worrying.”
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HOW YOUNG PEOPLE ARE
RESPONDING.
Young people told us they know what they should be doing to navigate
content safely, and are doing their best with what’s available to them.
This can be hard going when it feels like the platforms and their
algorithms are working against them.

They used  the tools they had been given - block, mute, ‘not-interested’, report, delete -
to remove harmful content and try to train their algorithms to make the space safer.
Yet so often these felt like bandaids that the content platforms easily overrode. And
many of the tools available to them were for use AFTER they had seen something they
didn’t want to see and it was already too late.

Many young people told us they tried to self-manage their content consumption
through setting timers or even deleting their social media apps, only to feel guilty
when they were sucked into another ‘doom scroll’ or TikTok reinstall.

Q:How do you keep your relationship with content feeling healthy?
“Be careful about what content I’m letting in, like I have muted a lot of peoples stories
and/or posts on Instagram ahaha, or deleting TikTok when I found myself keep coming back
to something that really troubled me. Watching tv that aligns with my values has also been
big for me, and trying to balance my screen time with non screen time - that I’m not always
very good at tho 😅”

Q: When your relationship with content starts to feel particularly unhealthy, what do you do?
“I find that any sort of technique I use fails after a while, and that I don't have the self
control to maintain it. The most I'll do is just try to put it down and continue doing work
whenever I get distracted, but I usually go on it again after about 5 minutes.”

Q: Does it feel like a healthy relationship, or a not-so-healthy relationship?

“I do come into contact with some bad stuff fairly often, but I don't think that changes it to
unhealthy because I typically know how to deal with it? The main things that can make it
unhealthy is when it gets too much.”
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Many young people told us they had a deep distrust about most content platforms,
and didn’t trust them to protect them from harm.

They had a high degree of awareness about how profitable the stuff that’s harmful to
them is for content platforms, and how little control they had in making these
platforms work better for them and the communities they were a part of. Many young
people spoke about a time they tried to block or report harmful content, and the lack
of meaningful response only served to raise their distrust.

Q:What could <place you spend most time> do to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“I think reddit and most social media have a huge prioritisation on getting clicks/tra�c. I think
that sometimes leads to a bit of bias in the selection of fast, snappy or even controversial content
over more accurate or nuanced information.”

Q:Who should be in charge of making sure <place you spend most time> is <making the
improvements you want>?
“Anyone currently making these decisions are just looking to profit, I don't trust any of these
people in charge, especially since the scandal last year when the former employee exposed
Facebook.”

Q:What could <place you spend most time> stop doing to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“I think the community guidelines need to include antisocial behaviour because at the moment
they will only take stuff down if it is illegal and not if it is offensive because it keeps people on
their platform.”

Q:Who should be in charge of making sure <place you spend most time> is <making the
improvements you want>?
“In an ideal world Instagram itself but because they prioritise profit over the health of its
users it's unlikely for them to do this.”
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WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE
DON’T WANT.
Young people told us in both their private and public engagement that they don’t need:

1. More education
2. More guilt

Most young people have grown up navigating different types of content. The stories
they told us made it clear they’re already experts in the potential harms out there and
how to avoid them. Despite their experience, 57% told us they still only feel “Sorta
confident” when navigating their waka down the content river, and on this journey,
56% felt just “Sorta safe”. Young people talked about feeling like content platforms
are currently designed to override their best efforts to have a healthy relationship with
content. In the battle between young people’s best intentions, and content platform
algorithms, the algorithms tended to win.  There was even a  suggestion from some
young people that the education they had previously received about how to stay safe
put the responsibility on their shoulders, and it felt akin to “victim-blaming” when
something bad still happened.

Any potential campaigns or communications that focus on harm or
scaremongering will simply add to the negativity young people told us they are
trying so hard to avoid. Young people are looking for positivity. They are actively
searching for, curating and making content that makes them, their friends and
communities feel good. If there was to be education for the youngest and most
inexperienced of their group, they would want it to focus on how to do this. When
thinking about content, this positive experience is the one they want to amplify.
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WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE WANT
Young people told us they were hungry for more meaningful, empowering,
optimistic, authentic and entertaining content. They wanted their time spent
consuming content to leave them feeling uplifted, recharged, motivated and inspired.

In order to make that happen, young people told us they need:

1. More control over the content they see.
2. More accountability for platforms.
3. More trust to do what’s best for them.

Q:What content makes you feel real YUM?
“Nerd culture! People embracing themselves, their culture, people, loved ones & creations.”

Q:How would you like to feel everytime you leave <the place you spend most time>?
“Uplifted. I am trying to view media like I view real life. When I wake up, I don’t want 500+
people walking into my room telling me about this that and the other thing. I wouldn’t want
to hear EVERYBODY'S problems and to only let in what I want to let in.”

Young people want more control about what content they see, and how often they
see it. They want platforms to actively ask for their consent, and respect it.

In our public engagement, 83% of respondents told us they wanted more control over
what content they see, and 95% wanted more power to remove yuck content. And in
our private one-on-one Instagram engagement, we saw a correlation between levels
of harm experienced by young people, and levels of choice and control that content
channel offered them.

TikTok and Instagram were the most common channels to show up in young people’s
stories of harm, and these were also the places young people felt they had the least
control over what they were seeing. Young people talked about wanting to be able to
actively decide what content they see, rather than that being decided for them by
black box algorithms that often prioritise ad revenue over the wellbeing of young
people.
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Q:What could <place you spend most time> stop doing to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“Promote accounts with similar content to what you want, and accounts that contribute to feeling
motivated and things you like to do. Options to turn off reels, and control wat aspects of
Instagram you want "

Q:What could <place you spend most time> stop doing to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“I know for some of my friends who have public accounts they can view their analytics and so it
can become quite stressful for them when it says their posts have been shared x amount of times
but they don’t know who by? It would be cool if you could personalise these features."

Young people don’t trust platforms to improve, but told us it’s important that they
be held accountable so they do.

In our public engagement, 81% of young people told us they wanted more rules about
what content can and can’t be shared and  84% want more consequences for those
who create yuck content.

Young people told us that swifter and more accurate policing of harmful content -
through improved technology, clearer community guidelines, greater transparency
and greater consequences - will reduce the chance of it appearing without warning or
consent. They would love platforms to shift from suggesting ‘controversial’ content to
‘boosting more creators/pages with positive messages’, and have platforms play a
more active role in encouraging their communities to do the same.

Q:What could <place you spend most time> do to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“Some spaces like TikTok can have really weird guidelines in terms of what they classify a
validation but more specifically what they don’t. So they could have more specific community
guidelines becomes sometimes some discriminatory content doesn’t get picked up.”

Q:What could <place you spend most time>  do  to  make you feel more  <feeling you want>?
“Maybe stop the filters. The overly beautified ones. I see a lot of people upset about those”
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Young people told us they’re well-equipped to hold themselves and each other
accountable to help create a positive online environment. They don’t want their
freedoms to be over-regulated.

Although many did encourage more restrictions, there was some concern over
content being over-policed and threatening freedom of speech. This generation is
already very selective about what they share and who they share it with, often
choosing to communicate with their friends or family privately.

Young people who considered themselves to be frequent sharers or content creators
typically had a specific interest or hobby they wanted to share with the world, or have
a central role in an online community. Content creators were open to feedback - 83%
wanted more ways to know whether their content was yuck to others.

Q:Tell us why <you want more ways to know if your content is yuck to others>
“It is important to have the skills to understand when something you do offends someone else and
what to do.”

≈

THANK YOU
To the team of brave young co-designers who worked with The Hive to design this
engagement, and weave together what we heard into this report. Thank you to every young
person who engaged with us - we appreciate your openness, vulnerability and enthusiasm.

And thank you also to Dr John Fenaughty for his insight and advice - we couldn’t have done
this mahi without you.
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APPENDIX
Responses from our private and public engagements were captured anonymously, in order to
protect the privacy of every young person who engaged with us.

● To access all Instagram Story responses from our public engagement, click here.
● To access the script and responses for each of the Instagram DM interviews from our

private engagements click here.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1m9l1je_4PSQo2pwtn32l5MSNBMVe5K0khZmTioHkrXk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bMO57ktp31zmiHlXNhZt30auei0xaMLWcuKo1MovRLo/edit?usp=sharing

